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WILL ROGERS, THAT DEMOCRAT FROM OKLAHOMA, TOOK A LITTLE MORE HUMOURED VIEW OF US WHEN HE SAID “I DON’T BELONG TO AN ORGANIZED PARTY -- I AM A DEMOCRAT.”

MORE RECENTLY, MY FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE, MO UDALL, DESCRIBED THE WAY DEMOCRATS ACT IN PRIMARIES -- HE SAID WE ARE LIKE A FIRING SQUAD LINED UP IN A CIRCLE.

BUT THAT DESCRIPTION IS INCOMPLETE. THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY HAS CONSISTENTLY BEEN THE PARTY OF HOPE BECAUSE WE HAVE REMAINED OPEN CUSSING AND DISCUSSING POSITIONS AND ISSUES. WE ARE A SCRAPPY BUNCH. THIS IS THE WAY IT SHOULD BE.
Out of this diversity of discussion and debate it was the Democrats of Montana who sent to the Senate individuals like Walsh, Murray, Wheeler, Mansfield, Metcalf and Melcher -- men who forged a standard of public service by which future generations will be measured.

It was Montana Democrats who got Montana moving again in the State Legislature. And without the dedicated and motivating leadership of our Governor Tom Judge, many of the Democratic accomplishments of the seventies would not have been possible.

Now a new challenge confronts Montana's Democratic party. The leadership vacuum left by Mansfield and Metcalf will be difficult to fill. New leadership must be tapped. A new dedication to public service must fill the void. Now, more than ever, we need Democratic leadership in both Senate seats and both House seats from Montana.

Frankly, the Republican right wing are feeling their oats. They have targeted the open Montana Senate seat this year. In 1976 the right wing of the Republican party succeeded in defeating several Democratic incumbents. Most of these seats were lost in states like Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico. They channeled large sums of money, raised largely by corporate political action committees, against Democratic candidates in rural states. We can expect the same type of media smear tactics in this year's general election.
We Democrats have always met, exposed and defeated phony right wing challenges before.

We know that democracy is not a simplistic patriotism. Rather that real democracy has diversity and vitality -- flowing from our basic Constitutional freedoms of speech, press, religion, privacy and association.

Nevertheless, there are some who would have us believe that apart from the far right -- there is no difference between our Party and the Republicans -- that it doesn't make any difference who they vote for.

To those people with dim and faded memories I say: Was there a difference between FDR and Hoover? Was there a difference between LBJ and Goldwater? And none of us should ever forget the difference between Hubert Humphrey and Nixon.

Of course, there's a difference.

Will Rogers knew that difference when he said, "Republicans take care of the big money, for big money takes care of them." Will was right. Again this year we will be facing big Republican money, in even greater abundance.

Yet, money alone can't buy elections -- I believe that the real way to win elections is with hard work...compassion...creativity...and cooperation.
FELLOW DEMOCRATS, THIS YEAR'S ELECTION PRESENTS US WITH A UNIQUE CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY. PERSONALLY, I LOOK FORWARD TO THIS CHALLENGE -- INDEED I WELCOME IT.

I RELISH THE CHANCE TO MEET WITH AND LISTEN TO MY FELLOW MONTANANS -- TO PRESENT MY RECORD, MY VOTES AND ABOVE ALL MY PAST PERFORMANCE -- TO SHARE WITH YOU MY LOVE FOR MONTANA AND MY HOPES FOR HER FUTURE.

DURING MY ENTIRE PUBLIC CAREER IN BOTH THE LEGISLATURE AND THE CONGRESS, I HAVE ATTEMPTED TO REMAIN ACCESSIBLE TO THE PEOPLE OF MONTANA. TO KEEP AN OPEN MIND AND LISTEN TO EACH DIVERGENT VIEW ON THE ISSUES THAT CONFRONT MONTANA AND THE NATION. MORE IMPORTANTLY, I HAVE ATTEMPTED TO REMAIN ACCOUNTABLE FOR MY DECISIONS AND MY ACTIONS IN CONGRESS. IF ELECTED TO THE U.S. SENATE, I WILL CONTINUE MY PRACTICE OF DISTRIBUTING MY ENTIRE VOTING RECORD. AS IN THE PAST, YOU MAY NOT AGREE WITH MY STAND ON A SPECIFIC ISSUE, BUT AT THE VERY LEAST, YOU KNOW EXACTLY WHERE I STAND. I WILL CONTINUE TO BE A VOICE AND NOT MERELY A VOTE FOR MONTANA IN WASHINGTON.

LET ME CLOSE WITH A FOOTNOTE ON THE STYLE OF CAMPAIGNS. AS DEMOCRATS, LET US FULLY DISCUSS THE IMPORTANT ISSUES CONFRONTING MONTANA -- AGRICULTURE, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT AND UNRESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT. LET US DEBATE OTHER IMPORTANT ISSUES LIKE INFLATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT. BUT LET US AVOID THE GUTTER POLITICS THAT HAVE SOMETIMES CLOUDED MONTANA CAMPAIGNS IN THE PAST. LET US AGREE TO DISAGREE ON MATTERS OF SUBSTANCE, KEEPING IN MIND THAT WE ARE THE PARTY OF HOPE.
AND WHEN THOSE DISCUSSIONS ARE FINISHED AND THE PRIMARY OVER, I KNOW THAT WE WILL DO AGAIN WHAT WE HAVE ALWAYS DONE--UNITE BEHIND OUR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEES.

AND WORK FOR VICTORY IN NOVEMBER.